Afternoons with Emily: A Novel

In mid-19th-century Amherst, Emily Dickinson is famous both for her notable family and for
her reclusive ways, and only Miranda Chase, a smart girl with big plans for her own life, is
allowed to enter the budding poets very private world. At first, their Monday afternoon visits
involve discussing books over piping hot cups of tea, but when Miranda begins exploring her
own yearnings--for love, for an education, even for a career--she discovers that being a friend
of Emilys is not without its dangers. The very charisma that has inspired her becomes a web of
intrigue, and to escape it, Miranda will imperil her reputation, her independence, and even her
dreams. Drawing on letters, poems, and everything that is known about Dickinsons life,
AFTERNOONS WITH EMILY is a vivid portrait of Americas most famous poet, a
coming-ofage story that spans the Civil War, and a tale of two brilliant women who each
chose to break with convention and live life on their own terms.
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Afternoons with Emily has ratings and 44 reviews. Lauren said: This is one of those lovely
novels that creates characters so real you are disappointe. An independent young woman
comes of age under the influence of Emily Dickinson in this posthumous debut novel.
(MacMurray, a public.
This novel, which echoes of the style of some novels of the 19th century, However, the
author's conception of Emily does seem plausible, and she has clearly.
Drawing on letters, poems, and everything that is known about Dickinson's life,
AFTERNOONS WITH EMILY is a vivid portrait of America's most. All about Afternoons
with Emily: a novel by Rose MacMurray. LibraryThing is a cataloging and social networking
site for booklovers. Afternoons with Emily. A Novel. by Rose MacMurray. In midth-century
Amherst , Emily Dickinson is famous both for her notable family and for her reclusive. I've
always been a fan of Emily Dickinson, so when I read an early review of Afternoons with
Emily, a fictional work featuring the intriguing poet. Afternoons with Emily: a novel / Rose
MacMurray. Bookmark: jokepants.com .au/version/; Edition. 1st ed. First edition. Physical
Description. The NOOK Book (eBook) of the Afternoons with Emily by Rose MacMurray at
Barnes & Noble. FREE Shipping on $ or more!.
26 Aug - 27 sec Click Here jokepants.com?book=BSEP4MC. When I first heard about this
bookâ€”a work of fiction, based in truth and written about my favorite poet, Emily
Dickinsonâ€”I just knew I had to read it. I've been. Afternoons with Emily is a historical novel
based on the life of eccentric American poet Emily Dickinson, yet the story isn't about Emily
as much.
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